
Designed for future - available today 

Technology for today’s hotel challenges



Powerful  
and Easy to Use 
mycloud  is designed to simplify daily operations 
Looking for a hospitality solution that will help you efficiently manage your hospitality 
business to generate better revenue? Gives you control over your finances? Reduce threats 
such as revenue loss and fraud? 


Why mycloud? 
Our service success over the past decade is 
evidenced by the support of properties 
across thirty-five countries across globe 
where Prologic First systems are accessed by 
thousands of users through Far East, India, 
Africa, America, Europe, Middle East and UK. 
Our skilled team provides a full-service 
product experience that seamlessly 
integrates consulting, implementation, 
training and support.


We have taken care to nurture and build a 
service signature that has become synonymous with our product brand name and is an integral 
factor that sets us apart from others.


Our hotel management solutions connect your hospitality-specific strategy and plans to your 
front- and back-office systems so you can make better decisions and more money. From hotel 
property management software to food and beverage management software, e-distribution & 
commerce, and more, you’ll get the tools you need to manage availability, rates, reservations, 
guest profiles, and in-house services. 


Join today mycloud software, which is developed by hospitality technology experts who have 
more than 30 years of experience in hospitality.



 
 

“We were pleasantly surprised when we subscribed to mycloudPMS, we 
moved from an an obsolete system (older PMS) to an ever evolving 
system. I am able to attract new business and at same time able to 
engage better with channels, because of accurate forecasts, system has 
helped us improve and better manage guest expectations and 
experience. 


We especially like the enhanced security and control that it offers, 
allowing authorized users to access software from anywhere and on any 
device hence we can easily access all its over 100 operational and admin 
reports even while traveling.”


Moses Barnabas  
General Manager - Xva Art Hotel Dubai 



Connecting your entire 
organization 

Unify your work 

Define and increase satisfaction 

Track and streamline operations 

Improve staff efficiency  

Optimize relationships 

Yield stronger profits 

Improve revenues 



 

 

Easy Set-up & Operations 

mycloud  does not need any installation.


User can easily  setup  whole  solution 
within minutes by following a  witty 
wizard. Also, the system’s easy-to-use 
graphical interface allows you to get 
running within days.

Affordability 

While traditional hotel management 
software can cost hundred and thousands 
of dollars to deploy, train and maintain, 
MyCloud PMS is available without any 
capex or license fee and on a affordable 
monthly fee.


Enterprise Solution 

mycloud is an fully integrated suite of 
enterprise software solutions consisting 
of modules that can be easily added or 
expanded allowing effective and easy 
deployment from smaller independent 
single and multi-property operations to 
global, multi-branded hotel chain 
environments.


A comprehensive Front Office service

 
Cloud based hotel software which includes all the IT functions required by guest facing staff 
and managers in a hotel. This includes sales, rooms division, food & beverage and city ledger. 
Industry standard interfaces are available to interface mycloud PMS with 3rd party systems 
and products. 


More modules are being added in the mycloud family to make mycloud the most 
comprehensive hotel software service platform available.



e-distribution simplified 

mycloud offers integrated 
mobile friendly web booking 
engine and Channel Manager 
that help hotels eliminate 
manual, time consuming 
management of each site, and 
allows more rooms to be 
available for sale, at prices 
relative to the market without 
fear of duplication. 


Rates, inventory and 
restrictions can be managed 
across channels from a single 
window. Properties of all sizes 
can maximize their online 
exposure, increase revenue and 
perform tedious tasks easily 
and efficiently.


Talk to your guests 

mycloud is integrated with 
TripAdvisor to allow hotel owners 
to listen to their guests and gain 
valuable insight on their 
properties. 


mycloud automatically pushes 
review requests to guests and 
pull all reviews into feedback 
dashboard, allowing operators to 
look at reviews, respond to 
reviews, identify property areas 
needing improvement and 
pinpoint ways to enhance the 
guest experience



 

Point of Sale 

mycloud POS now enables 
hotels to invoice and accept 
payments for services rendered 
at the restaurants, bars, gift 
shops, health club, business 
centre and other sales outlets of 
a hotel.


Meet our  Android POS, one of 
the most cost-effective tablet 
solution that will help elevate 
guest interactions from ordinary 
to extraordinary! There is no 
long term contract. Just pay for 
the service for as long as you 
use.


Go mobile with your 
book-keeping 

Running your back office has 
never been so easy. Use Xero 
To u c h t o m a n a g e y o u r 
business while you’re on the 
move. 


Reconcile, send invoices and 
create expense claims – from 
anywhere, understand your 
business better, reduce admin, 
and save time every day. 


See all your bank balances, 
invoices, bills and expense 
claims at a glance and add 
new transactions with a click.




Business continuity and security 

Today one of the biggest fears for a hotel 
operator is downtime at the PMS, and when 
the entire system relies on the Internet, this 
fear hits an all time high.


While creating mycloud our primary concern 
has been to address this issue, we have 
inbuilt performance management tools and 
more redundant layers so availability is much 
higher that help hotels to get access to 
critical MIS information related to 
reservations, check-ins, checkouts and night 

audit reports if their internet goes down. 


Get Started today
Discover more: www.mycloudhospitality.com

Email: sales@mycloudhospitality.com

SLA and support 

Operational data is mailed to each hotel after 
night audit so incase of breakdown they can refer 
to these reports and continue with operations. 
We have also setup another mirror site for 
subscribed hotels to access last minute reports 
in case of server crash. 


Another big worry is ownership of data on cloud, 
mycloud allows Hotels to download their 
complete data backups in readable format 
whenever they want, system also comes with 
SLA (Service level agreement) for disaster 
recovery and business continuity, with mycloud 
we have invested a lot into ensuring our solutions 
are secure, infact even more secure than a hotel 
operator could.

http://www.mycloudhospitality.com
http://www.mycloudhospitality.com


Front desk planning 
rack

Y Guest feedback Y

Reservations Y Accounts receivable Y

Group reservations Y Housekeeping Y

OTA reservations Y Task management Y

Guest history Y POS Billing Y

Check-in Y KOT Printing Y

Check-out Y POS bill splitting Y

Folio management Y POS mobile app OPTIONAL

Invoicing Y POS discounts Y

Payments Y Multiple POS taxes Y

Web booking engine Y Multiple POS payments Y

Channel Manager OPTIONAL Training OPTIONAL

TA & company accounts Y Online tutorials Y

Rate contracts Y Auto backups Y

Availability Y 24/7 live support Y

Revenue alerts Y Premium phone support OPTIONAL

Night audit Y Over 175 Interfaces OPTIONAL

Management statistics Y Multiple payment 
gateways

OPTIONAL

Over 100 reports Y Third party softwares OPTIONAL

Reports archive Y POS analytics OPTIONAL

Create new reports Y Sales & catering module OPTIONAL

Multiple taxes Y Guest services module OPTIONAL

E-marketing Y Offline POS module OPTIONAL

Social media tools Y Stores & Inventory OPTIONAL

Multiple rates Y Food costing OPTIONAL

Multiple masters Y Financial accounting OPTIONAL

Training Y Central MIS module OPTIONAL

Online tutorials Y Backup downloads OPTIONAL

mycloud Hospitality System


